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while i enjoyed this outing from ezio and his crew, the game was not nearly as enthralling as i'd hoped it would be. apparently, there's a glitch in the code that prevents you from finishing the game in under three hours, making this a rather punishing feat. not to mention that
you're presented with a time limit every time you want to talk to one of the three characters that you can't complete without. that's just something that i don't think has ever happened before in the game's 15 year history. it's not that i was expecting the game to be perfect,
but i did think that they could have at least taken the opportunity to tell a few more stories. when assassin's creed 4 was announced, i recall being rather excited. i'd been yearning for a reinvention of the series for quite some time, and it certainly felt like that this was it. then,
i found out that they were going back in time for this one. assassin's creed 5 was the only game in the series that felt like the modern day, renaissance italy section of the timeline, while 4 took place in ancient egypt. i wasn't as keen on the idea of this, but i knew that i'd be
pleasantly surprised by it if it lived up to my expectations. there's plenty of action in this one, too. it's just that it's all taken place in one tiny, cozy room. it's not really your typical open-world sandbox, though. it's more like a complete sequel to call of duty: modern warfare,
and that's not a bad thing. the combat feels tight, the game is well designed, and there are a few genuinely funny moments. the game's also well paced, with the same sort of momentum and frenetic pace of play that made call of duty such a success. it's just that the game
has a much different tone. the story is also quite good, and i'm glad that they went with a more mature approach in this game. it almost feels like an adult version of assassin's creed 2, and that's definitely something i really appreciate. what's more, i'm glad that they returned
to the native american setting of assassin's creed 2 and assassin's creed 3, because that world has been completely forgotten by everyone. it feels like a fresh, unique world that's worth exploring, and it's something that the series has been sorely lacking for quite some time.
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the plot has several interesting and unique twists, although some of them are more apparent than others. i liked that the game was full of choices, and i liked how the overall story and plot were tied together. i just wish that the ending wasnt as bad as it was. may 17, 2016
save game location for the pc version of assassin's creed 3. you can find it on the desktop, in the folder assassin's creed 3 uplay. this guide shows how to download the save game for assassins creed iii (ac3) using uplay. step 1: download the save game from uplay for this

guide, we will be using the save game for assassins creed iii (ac3). the following steps will provide you with the save game location for ac3. oct 31, 2015 - hello, i cannot save my new game, nomatter what i do. i can't even find a save folder or file. i already started the game
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